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REVERSE-MOUNTED CHANNEL LETTERS

LISTED

1.  .125 ALUMINUM FACE

2.  WHITE LED STRIP LIGHTING

3.  .1875 CLEAR LEXAN BACK

4.  .063" ALUMINUM SIDEWALLS

5.  LOCKABLE DISCONNECT SWITCH

6.  SEAL TIGHT PASS-THROUGH WIRING KIT

7.  LED POWER SUPPLY

8.  WALL ANCHORS AS REQUIRED
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3" 2"

Channel Letters (Halo Lit Mounted)Allowable SQ.FT. N/A SQ FT

Channel Letters (Flush Mounted)Allowable SQ.FT. N/A SQ FT

Channel Letters (Raceway Mounted)Allowable SQ.FT. N/A SQ FT

76-1/2"76-1/2"76-1/2"

25-1/2'25-1/2'25-1/2'

A
Stack “L”

B
Stack Width

C
Stack (OA) Height

D
Companion Ht

Sq Footage

20" 4' 3-1/4" 2' 1-1/2" 3-5/8" 44.17

E
Linear “L”

12-5/8"

F
Linear Width

14' 9-1/4"

G
Overall Width

20' 10-1/4"
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G Faces #2447 White Acrylic
with applied Blue Vinyl

to match PMS 300U 

1" Trim Cap
White

Returns - .040 Coil
White

Raceway Color
Butter Up SW 6681

Face Lit Illuminated ID Sign - Stacked Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

5" deep fabricated coil channel letters with white 
acrylic faces with translucent blue vinyl applied to face, inset 1/4"
keyline for visibility (1/8" on 18" & 20" lettersets)
White trimcap/returns.

Internally illuminated with white LEDs, remote power supplies
*Access required for future maintenance

Individually mounted letters flush to exterior of building
with necessary hardware.

*Secondary copy <7"H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering
painted white faces with blue returns. Mounted flush to 
building exterior.

Face Lit Illuminated ID Sign - Combo Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

5" deep fabricated coil channel letters with white 
acrylic faces with translucent blue vinyl applied to face, inset 1/4"
keyline for visibility (1/8" on 18" & 20" lettersets)
White trimcap/returns.

Internally illuminated with white LEDs, remote power supplies
*Access required for future maintenance

Individually mounted letters flush to exterior of building
with necessary hardware.

*Secondary copy <7"H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering
painted white faces with blue returns. Mounted flush to 
building exterior.

Face Lit Illuminated ID Sign - Linear Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

5" deep fabricated coil channel letters with white 
acrylic faces with translucent blue vinyl applied to face, inset 1/4"
keyline for visibility (1/8" on 18" & 20" lettersets)
White trimcap/returns.

Internally illuminated with white LEDs, remote power supplies
*Access required for future maintenance

Individually mounted letters flush to exterior of building
with necessary hardware.

*Secondary copy <7"H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering
painted white faces with blue returns. Mounted flush to 
building exterior.

Face Lit Illuminated ID Sign - Stacked Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

5" deep fabricated coil channel letters with white 
acrylic faces with translucent blue vinyl applied to face, inset 1/4"
keyline for visibility (1/8" on 18" & 20" lettersets)
White trimcap/returns.

Internally illuminated with white LEDs, remote power supplies
*Access required for future maintenance

Mounted to common extruded aluminum raceway, painted to match building
All power supplies located inside raceway
Primary electrical service stubbed at location by others
*Divider Bar mounted with stand off clips to matching distance on wall.

*Secondary copy <7"H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering
painted white faces with blue returns. Mounted flush to 
building exterior.

Face Lit Illuminated ID Sign - Combo Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

5" deep fabricated coil channel letters with white 
acrylic faces with translucent blue vinyl applied to face, inset 1/4"
keyline for visibility (1/8" on 18" & 20" lettersets)
White trimcap/returns.

Internally illuminated with white LEDs, remote power supplies
*Access required for future maintenance

Mounted to common extruded aluminum raceway, painted to match building
All power supplies located inside raceway
Primary electrical service stubbed at location by others
*Divider Bar mounted with stand off clips to matching distance on wall.

*Secondary copy <7"H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering
painted white faces with blue returns. Mounted flush to 
building exterior.

Face Lit Illuminated ID Sign - Combo Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade patched and painted.

5" deep fabricated coil channel letters with white acrylic faces with translucent blue vinyl applied to face, 
inset 1/4" keyline for visibility (1/8" on 18" & 20" lettersets). White trimcap/returns.

Internally illuminated with white LEDs, remote power supplies
*Access required for future maintenance

Mounted to common extruded aluminum raceway, painted to match building
All power supplies located inside raceway. Primary electrical service stubbed at location by others
*Divider Bar mounted with stand off clips to matching distance on wall.

*Secondary copy <7"H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering painted white faces with blue returns. 
Mounted flush to building exterior.

Face Lit Illuminated ID Sign - Linear Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

5" deep fabricated coil channel letters with white 
acrylic faces with translucent blue vinyl applied to face, inset 1/4"
keyline for visibility (1/8" on 18" & 20" lettersets)
White trimcap/returns.

Internally illuminated with white LEDs, remote power supplies
*Access required for future maintenance

Mounted to common extruded aluminum raceway, painted to match building
All power supplies located inside raceway
Primary electrical service stubbed at location by others
*Divider Bar mounted with stand off clips to matching distance on wall.

*Secondary copy <7"H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering
painted white faces with blue returns. Mounted flush to 
building exterior.

Halo Illuminated ID Sign - Combo Layout - Blue FacesHalo Illuminated ID Sign - Linear Layout - Blue Faces Halo Illuminated ID Sign - Stacked Layout - Blue Faces

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

3"Deep fabricated reverse channel letters with .125 aluminum face 
and welded .063 returns, faces painted blue, returns painted white.

3/16"Th clear polycarbonate backs with 1-1/2" stand offs - 
painted to match building facade
Internally illuminated with white LED lighting, 
Color Temp - 3200K, for halo lighting effect

Letters mounted individually, all wiring to remote located LED 
power supplies inside building
**Access required during installation and for future maintenance

*Secondary copy < 7" H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering 
painted blue faces with white returns. Mounted flush to building exterior.

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

3"Deep fabricated reverse channel letters with .125 aluminum face 
and welded .063 returns, faces painted blue, returns painted white.

3/16"Th clear polycarbonate backs with 1-1/2" stand offs - 
painted to match building facade
Internally illuminated with white LED lighting, 
Color Temp - 3200K, for halo lighting effect

Letters mounted individually, all wiring to remote located LED 
power supplies inside building
**Access required during installation and for future maintenance

*Secondary copy < 7" H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering 
painted blue faces with white returns. Mounted flush to building exterior.

Existing sign removed - all holes sealed and facade 
patched and painted.

3"Deep fabricated reverse channel letters with .125 aluminum face 
and welded .063 returns, faces painted blue, returns painted white.

3/16"Th clear polycarbonate backs with 1-1/2" stand offs - 
painted to match building facade
Internally illuminated with white LED lighting, 
Color Temp - 3200K, for halo lighting effect

Letters mounted individually, all wiring to remote located LED 
power supplies inside building
**Access required during installation and for future maintenance

*Secondary copy < 7" H - 1/2"Th aluminum FCO lettering 
painted blue faces with white returns. Mounted flush to building exterior.

FCOs - Stacked Layout - Blue LettersFCOs - Combo Layout - Blue LettersFCOs - Linear Layout - Blue Letters

1/4" thick acrylic FCOs painted Blue (PMS 300U).
Pin mounted to exterior of building.

Externally illuminated with existing Gooseneck lamps.

Qty (1)

1/4" thick acrylic FCOs painted Blue (PMS 300U).
Pin mounted to exterior of building.

Externally illuminated with existing Gooseneck lamps.

Qty (1)

1/4" thick acrylic FCOs painted Blue (PMS 300U).
Pin mounted to exterior of building.

Externally illuminated with existing Gooseneck lamps.
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